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"ALERT BRIEFING"

FADE IN:

1 EXT. LOCATION #1 - DAY 1

(BLUR TO COLOR IN)

VIPER AND BONES

(Viper standing with back to

camera,)

(BONES walks into scene from

camera)

BONES

(VIPER turns around, wearing

white t-shirt flight suit tied

at waist w/dog tags)

Hey VIPER, we just got raised

to Alert 1.

BONES

Commander Air Group says you,

Zen Master, THE CLAWS and myself

are up for something special today.

VIPER

We’re not on station for some

whiskey charlie reconnaissance

mission are we?

BONES

Direct Air Support Center is gonna

fill us in more when we are

airborne. But we are flying a

strike mission over Los Angeles.

VIPER

(listening)

BONES

We’re gonna eliminate enemy

aircraft and provide ground support

for our A-10 Hogs to take out the

SAM missile sites.

VIPER

(listening)

BONES

(getting mobile out of pocket)

ELINT has sent sat images and the

A-TAC plan to our secure mobiles.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

VIPER AND BONES

(both looking at mobile)

VIPER moves into frame with BONES

VIPER AND BONES

(looking down at mobile)

BONES

(zoom in on mobile){INTEL

Video}

KAUFMAN

(voice of INTEL)

Dismantling of the communist

Chinese and North Korean air

defenses on the western coast of

the United States begins with

miniature air launched decoy’s

(MALDS), launched as the first wave

of the attack.

Formations of MALDS will execute

tactics to stimulate the air

defenses. Allowing

detection, classification and

depletion of the enemy air

munitions.

With the advanced air defense

threat degraded, previous

vulnerable strike aircraft, the

F-18 Eagle Strike Air Group and

A-10 Attack Warthogs will able to

conduct offensive operations with

impunity.

Seizing airspace superiority,

destroying surface-to- missile

sites and marking the mobile

defense radar systems for the

A-10’s are of the up most priority.

VIPER AND BONES

(looking up at each other, VIPER nods)

So get your Eagle talons out,

VIPER. We’re hunting big game

today.


